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About This Game

The year is 1951, somewhere in a small town in Italy; and the lives of five women are about to take an unwanted dip into the dark
waters of despair…

You take on the role of a young woman called Libretto Pansatto, an aspiring violinist in her early twenties. Having recently
suffered the loss of her mother, Libretto has never felt more hopeless. But in the midst of her life’s biggest tragedy, an exciting

opportunity makes itself known – as she receives an invitation to watch her closest friend perform at the grand re-opening of the
symphony hall in town.

Soon after arriving at the hall, Libretto feels death is in the air around her…and realizes that this isn’t just any performance –
but perhaps the last song that humanity might ever hear...

The Ghost of You is a 510,000+ word epic about love, loss, and survival. You make the choices that shape Libretto’s character;
and you shape just what kind of an ending you get. With two romance routes and ten possible endings, will you end up with the
girl you love, or will you end up alone? Will you fight the evil going on in this place, or will you join it? And most importantly –

will you survive the madness of the symphony hall?

Are you prepared for what’s to come?
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510,000+ words. The Ghost of You is a rich, in-depth look into the life of Libretto – and what can happen when just one
person has an effect on the lives of so many. With half a million words, we'll make sure you get your money's worth!

You decide on your game. Libretto’s fate is in your hands; from her words to her actions, you choose just what kind of path
you want to set her on.

Two romance routes! Decide between Mona Tenebre, Libretto’s lovelorn, gloomy ex-girlfriend; or Elisa Durante, the bright
and charming childhood friend who has seen it all. Will either of them win Libretto’s heart in a place like this?

A full soundtrack and 400+ unique sound effects. To enhance your reading experience to its fullest, we have included a
classical soundtrack and plenty of haunting sound effects that will get you squirming in your seat.

Ten possible endings. Under your guidance, Libretto can be a woman of many different faces; will she be a kind soul to those
around her, or will she be an addition to the evil at work? The choice is yours...and the endings will reflect just what kind of

person you were.

An all "yuri" cast. Alongside Libretto and her friends, you’ll also find several other characters to accompany you on your
journey…or hinder it. This story is full of an all-female entourage that you won’t want to miss.

Multiple Extras. With the main cast and all the history they bring with them, you can unlock many pieces of their story; and
find out just why this symphony hall from hell really exists.

A 75-page long extra route. A prominent couple in the main cast get their own opportunity to share their story - and you can
read it after completing the game once. Just how do a mobster and a songstress with a heart of gold fall in love? You'll have it at

your fingertips to find out!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 200 MB RAM
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Wow. Had not expected the hours played to be 300ish, but it figures.

I absolutely loved this game years ago and had a blast playing it. The strategy layer is pretty engaging, and the battles (while they
have their quirks) are very enjoyable. The world and lore all well developed, and the scripted adventures are really cool to play.
The morality/religion system offers real trade offs and greatly increases replayability. Anyone who likes total war but maybe
wishes it had a heavier emphasis on characters will dig this game.

For anyone starting new to the game: I recommend you go for a righteous/old faith play style. One thing you will discover
VERY quickly is that magic can absolutely annihilate an army, and the Fae units have magic resistance. You will also get a spell
for all your heroes that allows them to teleport, which makes your melee heroes into inescapable murder machines. Plus
Merlin's the bomb.. An alright game for what it is, but not for its price. Game is almost 12 years old and the pricetag is too high
for a game of that age. Force-feedback is a ♥♥♥♥♥ to set up properly if you play with a wheel. The upsides are the amount of
mods on the game, I have about 500 car mods installed worth 50gb and a lot of tracks. Online community is still alive and most
of what I've seen are drifting lobbies. Modern simulators, like Assetto Corsa, completely destroy this game in almost every
aspect so you're better off buying a newer game if you recently bought a wheel(like I did) and looking for a cheap game to try it
out.. Relaxing game.. I start the .exe file for Energy Engine, it change wallpaper as shown on but there are no settings available
to change anything?
Until then I can't recommend it.. First try on Toxic Bunny HD

Updates will be posted boldly on the respecitve parts of the review.
Update: After playing the game with a controller for a longer period, I change my opinion on the final verdict.
Therefore the last paragraph has been changed.

The video is available here:
http:\/\/youtu.be\/K5mOC-wBvcE

As someone who loves plattformers, I thought I'd give this game a try, so I did just that and here are my first impressions.

First off: The game is a HD remake, but it is not a case of just having its resulution upped. Sprites, backgrounds etc. were
updated so it looks like a relatively modern title now.After taking a look at gameplay footage of the original game though, the
animations, the physics, as well as the soundtrack are the exact same, as far as I can tell. You can call it staying true to the
original or developer laziness...whatever you want to call it, I won't judge you.

Before we go into the game itself, we take a look at the options first, which provide us with fully rebindable controls. The audio
options are fairly standard with seperate sliders for music, sound effects and ambient sounds. The graphics options are Unity
standard: Low, Medium and High as well as standard resolutions are avaiable to chose.

Another thing I'd like to mention that, even though it is stated on the store page that this game has full controller support, I
couldn't get my XBOX Controller to work with this game. So that is a big issue, at least for me, because I like to play
plattformers with a controller better.
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 Update: After using the guide of the devs (which you can find in the comments), I was able to make the controller
work, which enhances the experience greatly, in my opinion.

As we get into the game the first thing many people will notice is that the way the momentum as well as the physics feel
in that game is quite odd. So might take a little time getting used on the "oldschool" style of movement and momentum
there. After playing the first level my experience with the combat is that is very shallow, which is good for new players,
but it hurts the longevity of the game. Since it only has 4 levels and I have been through the first level within 30
minutes it is safe to assume that the game lasts about 2-3 hours.

If you are an achievementhunter you might go back to some levels, but at this point I'd like to point out an issue which
might take you your completionist enthusiasm. Sometimes, mostly when collecting a lot of stuff at once, it seems to me
that the game is not recognizing you picking up items. Some items even take 3-4 attemps to count as collected, even
though you've clearly hit it the tries before that.

Speaking of hitbox issues, the hitbox of walls as well as the ground when you try to shoot enemies takes a lot of getting
used to.

For both issues you'll see examples in the video, I've made.

Another issue I've encountered is that I don't see what potion currently is active, which was the case when playing the
tutorial. In the game itself it is not shown though. It seemed to me that the potion mechanic is not working properly,
but this could be my mistake.

Other than that I have to say that the potion mechanic sounds nice in theory and it's a shame, I couldn't see it in action.

Finally the question of questions: Is the game worth it? At the current state, I say you can give it a shot, but keep in
mind that the issues mentioned above make it hard for me to wholeheartedly recommend you this game.
If you feel the same way as I do, you might be better off buying it at a sale.. I love the mechanic of SiNKR and the
peaceful time you can have in the game. The graphics is not really AAA, but hey - it's indie! A solid piece for every
puzzle lover!
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didn't peak my autism that badly, and it was cheap. buy it for your grandmother.. A beaultiful bullet hell.. A friend and I bought
this game knowing that it was still in Early Access and are still excited to see the game as it develops. I've also been able to play
as they've added new features over the weeks. For the most part, I find the game\u2019s unique controls and camera system
exciting. While, the Soldier level could use a little sprucing up, the ability to record different angles in the scene, rewind and
then replay your footage is a great extension of the VR environment.

As a film student in college, I feel the tools developed in this game would be a great learning tool for students looking to
implement different things we've learned in class in an environment with infinite opportunity and no worry about camera
equipment or budget (outside of the Vive :P ). I look forward to some new features being added, especially the option to export
our recorded footage, and to see some new levels and environments to test the equipment.

Overall I'm happy with my experience, especially considering it was only $1 and is still in early access. Keep up the good work!
. Purly cosmetic, but by far the nicest looking domes in the game!. this game is rad boys. it is a funny game for some spare time.
I'm really bad with this kind of games so my review will be inevitably reflect that. The game is really good with great
playability, nice graphics and very good music. The sound effects complement the feedback very well. It's a good game all
round.
At the beginning I was inescapably getting bad scores and dying near the end of the first level, but the first to levels in the
mission section have done a good job in making me understand the game mechanics; the game finally started to click, and got
my first extend and my first game with more than 6 million pts in the second stage. I can easily recommend this game, for me
it's well worth the price of the ticket.
. This game has less content than most of the free games on Steam. Only buy it if you have a coupon or if you really hate
yourself.. I love this amazing game. Lego bricks flying here and there, destruction everywhere. Its amazing. And online works
UNLIKE LEGO WORLDS OVER THERE ——>
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